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Abstract: In this study, a novel end-to-end path planning algorithm based on deep Reinforcement 1

learning is proposed for aerial robots deployed in dense environments. The learning agent is finding 2

an obstacle-free way around the provided rough global path by only depending on the observations 3

from a forward-facing depth camera. A novel deep reinforcement learning framework is proposed 4

to train the end-to-end policy with the capability of safely avoiding obstacles. Webots open-source 5

robot simulator is utilized for training the policy, introducing highly randomized environmental 6

configurations for better generalization. The training is performed without dynamics calculations 7

through randomized position updates to minimize the amount of data processed. The trained policy is 8

first comprehensively evaluated in simulations involving physical dynamics and software-in-the-loop 9

flight control. The proposed method is proven to have 38% and 50% higher success rate compared to 10

both deep reinforcement learning-based and artificial potential field-based baselines, respectively. 11

The generalization capability of the method is verified in simulation-to-real transfer without further 12

training. Real-time experiments are conducted with several trials in two different scenarios, showing 13

a 50% higher success rate of the proposed method compared to the deep reinforcement learning-based 14

baseline. 15

Keywords: deep reinforcement learning; obstacle avoidance; quadrotors; sim-to-real transfer 16

1. Introduction 17

Autonomous aerial robots are increasingly deployed in applications that require safe 18

path planning in dense environments, such as a greenhouse covered with dense plants, 19

search & rescue operation in an unstructured collapsed building, or navigation in a forest. 20

Traditionally, autonomous navigation is solved under separate problems such as state 21

estimation, perception, planning, and control [1]. This approach may lead to higher latency 22

combining individual blocks and system integration issues. On the other hand, recent 23

developments in machine learning, particularly in reinforcement learning (RL) and deep 24

reinforcement learning (DRL), enable an agent to learn various navigation tasks end-to-end 25

with only a single neural network policy that generates required robot actions directly from 26

sensory input. These methods are promising to solve navigation problems computationally 27

faster since they do not deal with the integration of subsystems that are tuned for their 28

particular goals. 29

This study attempts to address the end-to-end planning problem of a quadrotor UAV 30

in dense indoor environments. The quadrotor deployed with a depth camera is required 31

to find its way around the global trajectory. We propose a DRL-based safe navigation 32

methodology for quadrotor flight. The learned DRL policy, utilizing the depth images 33

and the knowledge of a global trajectory, generates safe waypoints for the quadrotor. We 34

develop a Webots-based simulation environment where the DRL agent is trained with 35

obstacle tracks where the obstacle locations, shapes, and sparsity are randomized for 36

every episode of policy training for better generalization. Furthermore, we introduce 37

safety boundaries to be considered during training besides collision checks. The safety 38
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boundaries enable the agent to prevent risky situations that make the method more robust 39

to uncertainties. 40

1.1. Contributions 41

The contributions of this paper are fourfold: 42

• A novel DRL simulation framework is proposed for training an end-to-end planner for 43

quadrotor flight, including a faster training strategy using non-dynamic state updates 44

and highly randomized simulation environments. 45

• The impact of continuous/discrete actions and proposed safety boundaries in RL 46

training are investigated. 47

• We open-source the Webots-based DRL framework, including all training and evalua- 48

tion scripts.1 49

• The method is evaluated with extensive experiments in Webots-based simulation envi- 50

ronments and multiple real-world scenarios, transferring the network from simulation 51

to real without further training. 52

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related 53

literature. Section 3 explains the end-to-end planning methodology for a quadrotor UAV 54

with the formalization of the RL problem. Section 4 provides the experimental setup and 55

the comprehensive tests of the proposed method in the simulation environment. The 56

section also provides the results of the real-time tests. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work 57

with future research directions. 58

2. Related work 59

As a machine learning paradigm, RL aims to solve sequential decision-making prob- 60

lems through the interaction of a learning agent with its environment [2]. With the success 61

of the deep learning models in machine learning, it is also applied with RL, which brings 62

the DRL field with success in several benchmark problems such as video games [3] or con- 63

tinuous control tasks [4]. Several methods are proposed to optimize deep neural networks 64

to learn the value function [3], policy function [5], or both [4,6] in the RL domain, such as 65

the proximal policy optimization (PPO) [7] algorithm, a state-of-the-art method utilized in 66

this work. RL and its successor DRL have gained attention in robotics applications as it is 67

encouraging a complete framework for intelligent robots to learn by interacting with their 68

environment. 69

Since deep learning-based methods require plenty amount of data, they have empha- 70

sized using simulation data as an alternative to expensive real-world data. The usefulness 71

of simulations becomes more crucial for DRL considering potential hardware failures 72

during exploration in real-world [8]. However, there is a gap between simulation and 73

real-world data, as sensor signal qualities may not be preserved due to the lack of realistic 74

noises. Earlier works have shown that certain data modalities provide a better abstrac- 75

tion for sim-to-real transfer, such as using depth images [9] or applying morphological 76

filters [10]. Another gap between simulation and reality comes from the limitations in 77

modeling real-world dynamics, which is generally coped by domain randomization, e.g., 78

randomizing physical parameters [11] or randomizing observations gathered by visual 79

sensors [12]. 80

Deep neural network-based methods are utilized in the control and navigation of 81

several robotics applications, including real-world demonstrations. Those applications 82

can be classified into two categories considering the input to the neural network: the 83

state information, such as positions and velocities, or raw sensory data, such as color 84

or depth images. Using state information directly, neural network policies have similar 85

functionality with a controller block in quadrotor UAVs, such as in attitude control [13] 86

or position control [11,14] level. Furthermore, various output configurations from motion 87

1 The code, trained models, and simulation environment will be available at https://github.com/open-airlab/
gym-depth-planning

https://github.com/open-airlab/gym-depth-planning
https://github.com/open-airlab/gym-depth-planning
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primitives [15] to lowest level motor voltage commands[16] for the learned policies are also 88

investigated. Compared to conventional control theoretic approaches, those methods are 89

lacking in providing mathematical guarantees such as stability analysis [17]. However, it is 90

an active research area where the most recent works promisingly show that DRL-based 91

cascaded control outperforms classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller [18] 92

and demonstrates challenging control tasks such as high-speed flight control [19]. 93

Prior to deep learning-based methods, the planning methods for robotics have been 94

extensively studied. In particular, graph-based (e.g. A*[20] and D*[21]), potential field- 95

based[22], and sampling-based [23] methods can be counted as subfields of conventional 96

planning algorithms, which require a graph or map representation of the configuration 97

space. Conventional planning algorithms are also an active research area for application 98

of quadrotor flight [24] as well as other fields such as collision avoidance of near-Earth 99

space systems [25]. Unlike conventional planning algorithms, DRL enables the learning of 100

so-called neural network end-to-end planners or visuomotor controllers that can generate 101

actions directly from sensory input without any map. Although several applications for 102

ground robots utilize lidar sensors for obstacle avoidance tasks [26,27], visual sensors 103

are more commonly used in aerial applications such as color or depth images. End- 104

to-end navigation is broadly investigated for quadrotor UAVs in several domains such 105

as corridor following [28], drone racing [1,29], aerial cinematography [30], autonomous 106

landing [31,32] or obstacle avoidance [33,34] which is the application in this paper. A 107

recent study demonstrates the capabilities of DRL in a safety critic mission, leveraging 108

the depth and semantic images for an emergency landing [32]. Similarly, a high-speed 109

quadrotor flight with obstacle avoidance has been shown with imitation learning-based 110

neural network policy recently [35]. In the context of the present study safe navigation is 111

considered rather than agility. Also instead of imitation learning, DRL is studied. More 112

similar to the present study, Camci et al. [36] utilize a quadrotor with a depth camera for 113

obstacle avoidance but with discrete actions. Dooraki et al. [37] also propose a similar 114

application with continuous actions in the position domain. The present research differs 115

by proposing safety boundaries and enabling heading angle steps together with position 116

steps. 117

3. End-to-end motion planning of UAV 118

3.1. Reinforcement learning formalization of the environment 119

An RL problem is generally formalized as a Markov decision process (MDP) with state,
action, and reward components with discrete timesteps, t. For the problem of end-to-end
local planning, the state is defined as multi-modal data containing the depth image and the
vector representing the moving target point,

st = (Idepth,t, pt), (1)

where Idepth,t is 64 × 64 matrix representing depth image and pt = [xt, yt]T is 2 × 1 vector 120

representing the position of the target point with respect to the body frame. As shown in 121

Figure 1c, x-axis and y-axis represent the forward and the left direction, respectively. 122

The MDP environment is constructed for both continuous and discrete action spaces
for comparison purposes. For the formation of continuous action space, a vector of length
two is selected,

at ∈ {[a1, a2]
T | − π/8 ≤ a1, a2 ≤ π/8, a1, a2 ∈ R} (2)

where a1 defines the direction of 1m position step and a2 defines the rotation in yaw angle 123

with respect to the current body frame. The distribution of actions is illustrated in Figure 124

1a. The boundaries of action space are selected to meet with the information from the 125

single-depth camera by assuring that all the actions are taken into a known area. On the 126

other hand, yaw angle change enables a sharper turn around an obstacle as well as a change 127

of point of view if required. 128
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The discrete action space, which is a subset of the aforementioned continuous action 129

set, is comprised of seven actions, defined as a combination of 1m position step in three 130

possible directions and a turn in yaw angle with respect to the drone’s reference frame, as 131

shown in Table 1. The possible actions are also illustrated in Figure 1b. Both the direction 132

of position step and heading angle are a combination of spatial limits of continuous action 133

set and forward direction while moving and turning opposite sides are neglected. The 134

discrete action set is mainly constructed for comparison with previous work [36] with some 135

modifications. First, the position step direction, a1, is kept small in order to fit with the field- 136

of-view (FOV) of the depth camera so that the UAV does not hit an unseen object. Second, 137

yaw angle change is enabled to match the capabilities of continuous actions. Finally, since 138

we restrict the problem definition for constant altitude flight, we disable the actions that 139

change altitude. We believe these updates facilitate a fair comparison between continuous 140

and discrete action selections in such a problem domain. 141

An episode begins when the UAV is at the beginning of a track defining a global 142

trajectory of length L and obstacles placed. At each timestep, an action is applied to the 143

UAV, then the depth image and next target point are obtained as the new state. Figure 2 144

illustrates the selection of the target point projected on the global path and 5m ahead of 145

the drone for consecutive timesteps. The episode is terminated under three conditions: 146

crashing into an obstacle, deviating from the global trajectory, and finalizing the route. 147

A circular boundary is defined around the quadrotor with the diameter of 1m to 148

encounter collisions. Whenever a part of this boundary is violated by an obstacle, the 149

collision is counted and the episode is terminated. In addition to the collision boundary, 150

two safety boundaries, major and minor, are defined with diameters 2m and 3m, centered 151

at [0.5, 0, 0] and [1, 0, 0] at quadrotor body frame. These safety boundaries are located 152

toward the frontal area of the drone to detect risky objects in the short-term action path 153

a1

a2

(a) Continuous actions. (b) Discrete actions.

x

y

z

minor safety boundary

major safety boundary

collision boundary

(c) Safety boundaries.
Figure 1. The actions and the safety boundaries of the end-to-end planning agent are illustrated.
(a) Continuous actions from the top view are defined by two angles: a1 represents the direction of
the position step (dashed lines), and a2 represents the heading angle (red arrow). FOV of the depth
camera is presented as blue lines. (b) Seven possible discrete actions: position and yaw angle steps.
(c) Illustration of quadrotor body reference frame where the x-axis is the forward-looking direction
and circular safety and collision boundaries considered in the simulation environment. The diameter
of collision, major and minor safety boundaries are 1, 2, and 3 meters, respectively.

Table 1. Discrete actions: each action is applied as a position step and a turn in heading angle with
respect to the drone’s reference frame.

Choice Corresponding continuous action [a1, a2]

Action 1 [π/8, π/8]
Action 2 [π/8, 0]
Action 3 [0, π/8]
Action 4 [0, 0]
Action 5 [0,−π/8]
Action 6 [−π/8, 0]
Action 7 [−π/8,−π/8]
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as shown in Figure 1c. Unlike the collision, violation of safety boundaries is not resulting 154

in the termination of the episode, but it adds a negative reward to avoid being close to 155

obstacles. Since the quadrotor motion is considered in the forward direction, these safety 156

boundaries are chosen to be tangent with the collision boundary from the reverse direction. 157

The diameters of major and minor safety boundaries are chosen to occupy the regions in 158

two and three consecutive action steps, respectively. 159

The reward signal is based on the UAV’s relative motion and the occupation of safety
boundaries at every timestep if the episode is not terminated. For termination of an episode,
both the collision and excessive deviation are punished with constant values. On the other
hand, finishing a route without a crash is rewarded. The reward signal is defined as,

rt =


2∆x − dy − 0.3dθ − 101major−sa f ety − 21minor−sa f ety, for non-terminal steps,
Rdp, for dy > 5m,
Rcp, for collision,
R f r, for finishing normally,

(3)

where ∆x, dy and dθ are the distance traveled forward, the distance to the global trajectory 160

and yaw angle difference from forward-looking, Rdp = −10, Rcp = −20 and R f r = 20 are 161

punishment for excessive deviation, punishment for collision, and reward for finishing an 162

episode without any crash, 1major−sa f ety and 1minor−sa f ety are indicator functions returning 163

one or zero when corresponding safety boundary is occupied or not. This reward logic 164

enables the agent to learn to avoid obstacles while quickly navigating to the goal as well as 165

keeping distance from obstacles thanks to safety boundaries. 166

3.2. Randomization of the environment 167

For every episode of training, the obstacles in the environment are randomized. The 168

randomization strategy is summarized in Algorithm 1. The algorithm randomly creates a 169

corridor and places obstacles with varying shapes, sizes, orientations, and locations. 170

3.3. Deep reinforcement learning: actor and critic network architecture 171

The actor and critic networks trained by PPO[7] rely on the same feature extractor.
PPO is a policy gradient algorithm that optimizes the parameterized policy (actor) function,
πθ(at|st), with parameters, θ, using the clipped objective [7],

JCLIP = Êt[min(rt(θ)Ât, clip(rt(θ), 1 − ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Ât)], (4)

where rt(θ) =
πθ(at |st)

πθold
(at |st)

measures how different the new and old policy parameters. Ât is 172

the advantage estimate in the given timestep, which measures how much a certain action 173

time step: ....

x

y
5m

1 2

5m

3

5m

k

Obstacle
Target point
UAV
Global path

Figure 2. Moving target generation for the end-to-end agent. The target point is located 5m in
advance of the current location of the UAV projected onto the global path. The obstacles, generated
target points, UAV, and the global path are represented as shown in the legend. The UAV takes a
position step at each timestep and is informed with the vector showing the generated target point.
The overall trajectory is demonstrated at the k’th timestep.
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Algorithm 1 Randomize obstacle environment

with_wall ∼ U ({True, False})
if with_wall then

wall_width ∼ U (4, 10)
end if
#obstacles ∼ U (2, 7)
for each obstacle do

obstacle_shape ∼ U ({Box, Sphere, Cylinder})
obstacle_position.x ∼ U (3, L)
obstacle_position.y ∼ N (0, 2.5)
obstacle_position.z ∼ U (2, 3)
randomize_obstacle_orientation()
if obstacle_shape is cylinder then

radius ∼ U (0.5, 1.5)
height ∼ U (1, 3)

end if
if obstacle_shape is box then

length ∼ U (0.5, 2.5)
end if
if obstacle_shape is sphere then

radius ∼ U (0.5, 1.5)
end if

end for

acquires an extra long-term reward return using the parameterized value (critic) function. 174

The optimization runs after every rollout of nsteps number of timesteps. Using this objective 175

function, PPO increases the probability of good action decisions while suppressing bad 176

decisions, similar to a previous DRL method trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [5] 177

which uses only the expected value of rt(θ)Ât. PPO introduces the clipped objective, which 178

prevents large policy updates with only first-order optimization. 179

The actor-critic neural network feeds the depth image to three convolutional layers 180

with the number of filters, kernel size, stride, and activation functions as given in Figure 181

3. The convolutional layer is flattened and then reduced to a tensor of 256 neurons by a 182

fully connected layer. This tensor is concatenated with the moving target input to create the 183

feature vector that is shared by both actor and critic networks. The critic network utilizes 184

two fully connected layers with 64 neurons each and a tangent hyperbolic (tanh) activation 185

to regress the value function. The actor (policy) network has similar hidden layers to the 186

critic network, but the output layer consists of na neurons where na is equal to two for 187

continuous actions and seven for discrete actions. 188

4. Experiments and results 189

4.1. Simulation setup 190

A Webots-based simulation environment has been developed to train and test the 191

proposed algorithms. Webots [38] is an open-source robot simulator that allows different 192

programming interfaces, such as python, or robot operating system (ROS), for several 193

kinds of robots. The 2021a release of Webots has been utilized to develop the cluttered 194

environment and deploy the UAV with the required sensory equipment. A third-party 195

software package, ArduPilot, is selected to implement a quadrotor UAV in Webots to benefit 196

from its MAVLink extendable communication featured stable and reliable UAV with its 197

Webots SITL extension. The UAV robot is then equipped with a depth camera to provide 198

the required information to carry out end-to-end planning operations. The environment 199

needs to be reset every time a collision occurs in training which is a benefit we can have in 200

simulation throughout the trial and error process. 201
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Figure 3. Actor-critic network structure of the end-to-end local planner. The actor network takes
inputs as depth images through convolutional layers and the moving target through fully connected
layers and outputs next actions as position and yaw angle. The critic network shares the same feature
extractor and outputs the value estimation.

The simulation environment is wrapped as an OpenAI gym environment [39] to allow 202

the required communication between the DRL algorithm and the environment. ROS [40] 203

handles this communication between the gym wrapper and the simulation. Specifically, the 204

MAVROS package is used to acquire the state estimation of the quadrotor UAV and send 205

position commands. The remaining information, such as depth images and collision, is 206

communicated directly by individual Webots ROS topics. The gym environment interfaces 207

with the simulation environment as an MDP for the DRL algorithm, as explained in Section 208

3.1. 209

4.2. Training in simulation 210

The agent is trained in Webots with randomized obstacle environments to present a 211

variety of data for the deep network. The agent is subject to different obstacle shapes, sizes, 212

locations, and densities for every episode of training. The randomization enables the agent 213

to generalize the experience during RL training. Each episode begins on a randomly created 214

route and terminates either at the end of the route or in a collision. Sample environment 215

configurations, used for evaluation purposes, is shown in Figure 4. 216

Since the policy network generates waypoints to travel, the robot is transported in the 217

training simulations to acquire a new observation. This method reduces the computational 218

burden for physical dynamics in each update step, thus fastening the overall training time. 219

The transportation is also randomized in position and orientation in order to improve 220

the variety of the training data as well as to address the possible poor performance of the 221

controller in following the waypoints. 222

The policy network is trained with PPO algorithm implementation in stable-baselines3 223

[41]. The number of steps to run per update, nsteps, hyperparameter is set to 1024 while other 224

hyperparameters are kept as default. The algorithm is trained through 100000 timesteps, 225

and the best network is stored during training based on the reward performance in the 226

recent 20 episodes. 227

4.3. Simulation results 228

The same randomization method is used for creating the evaluation routes. A set of 229

six unique routes has been determined to test and compare the methods fairly, as shown 230

in Figure 4. The routes are numbered with increasing order of the number of obstacles 231

contained which roughly makes the route more challenging. Also, each route starts with a 232

random offset of ±0.5m in the horizontal positioning of the drone for evaluation purposes. 233

Each method is evaluated ten times in each lane. The success and the distance traveled 234

without collision are recorded for every trial. In Table 2, the success rate and average 235
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traveled distance are listed for ten trials in each route. In addition, a safety cost is measured 236

based on the inverse distance of the objects closer than 3m, and the average of this safety 237

cost over all runs are reported. 238

The proposed method, the safe continuous depth planner (SCDP), is compared with 239

two DRL-based versions and a potential field-based planner. The continuous depth planner 240

(CDP) considers the same method without introducing safety boundaries. The discrete 241

depth planner (DDP) is considered as a baseline which is a modified version of previous 242

research [36] using a discrete action domain as explained in Section 3.1. An artificial 243

potential field-based planner (APF) is also implemented as a conventional baseline method 244

[22]. The chosen baselines represent two important classes of motion planning algorithms 245

for quadrotors: learning-based and model-based methods. 246

In the implementation of APF, each pixel in the middle row of the depth image creates 247

a repulsive force, and the moving target creates an attractive force. As such, APF uses the 248

same observation for the end-to-end planner. The action is also selected from the continuous 249

action set according to the direction of the common artificial force in the reference frame 250

of the UAV. The angle of the artificial force is mapped to the action set. When the angle is 251

above π/8 in magnitude, it also activates yaw angle turning actions. The parameters of 252

attractive and repulsive forces are tuned on the training routes and then tested to fairly 253

compare with the proposed method. 254

As can be seen from Table 2, the proposed safety boundaries demonstrate better 255

performance than the plain case in terms of the success rate. It is also observed that the 256

final policy avoids getting closer to the obstacles, considering the reported safety cost 257

because the rewards encountered with safety boundaries help the agent to avoid dangerous 258

situations. The same observations are valid when the continuous action set is compared 259

against the discrete set. The continuous depth planner is significantly more capable of 260

handling dense obstacle scenarios, such as routes #5 and #6, since it can generate finer 261

trajectories. Lastly, the learning-based end-to-end planners are performing better than the 262

baseline artificial potential field method because of their learning capabilities to handle 263

uncertainties. 264

In order to provide a qualitative comparison, sample trajectories obtained from route 265

#6 are presented in Figure 5. In parallel with the observations in the comparison table, 266

SCDP tries to avoid risky situations. Additionally, the generated path by SCDP is smoother, 267

implying consistency in the sequential actions. Intuitively having a smoother trajectory 268

reduces the controller effort to follow provided waypoints which is another advantage of 269

SCDP against other methods. 270

4.4. Real-time experiments 271

The trained model is deployed for real-time experiments in a custom quadrotor 272

carrying an Intel Realsense D435i depth camera, as shown in Figure 6. The drone is 273

controlled by a Pixhawk autopilot [42]. The overall framework runs entirely onboard on an 274

NVIDIA Jetson TX2 computer, except that the robot’s localization is provided by a motion 275

capture system. The overall pipeline can run up to 8Hz. A geometric controller [43] is used 276

to track the poses generated by the policy accurately with the linear speed of around 1 m/s. 277

Route 2 Route 3 Route 4 Route 5 Route 6Route 1

Figure 4. Six evaluation routes generated by the proposed environment randomizer. The black lines
represent the projection of a 30m global trajectory on the ground.
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Table 2. Average travel distance (in meters) and success rate (in percentage) of methods -safe
continuous depth planner (SCDP), continuous depth planner (CDP), discrete depth planner (DDP),
and artificial potential field (APF)- over 10 runs at 6 test routes.

Route
1

Route
2

Route
3

Route
4

Route
5

Route
6 Overall Safety

cost

SCDP distance 30 30 30 25.8 30 30 29.7 0.51success rate 100 100 100 70 100 90 93

CDP distance 30 30 30 19.4 30 27.4 28.0 0.52success rate 100 100 100 0 100 80 80

DDP distance 30 28.8 8.93 16.6 28.0 25.8 23.1 0.57success rate 100 90 0 0 80 60 55

APF distance 27.5 24.7 29.0 10.7 9.7 20.7 20.4 0.87success rate 90 10 90 10 0 60 43

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

−4

−2

0

2

4 Flight direction SCDP
CDP
DDP

x (m)

y (m)

Global path

Figure 5. Comparison of the sample trajectories collected in route #6

Intel Realsense
D435i

Nvidia Jetson TX2

Pixhawk 4
flight controller

Vicon motion
capture system Drone pose

Policy Waypoint
controller

Depth image Action

Attitude
commands

Figure 6. Custom drone used in real-time experiments. The depth images are acquired from an Intel
Realsense D435i depth camera. The end-to-end planner is running onboard by an NVIDIA Jetson
TX2. Pixhawk 4 flight controller is utilized for following the waypoints.

To cope with noisy real depth data, input images are enhanced by using a fast depth 278

dilation algorithm [44] and then resized by cropping the top part of the image to 64 × 64 279

to feed the policy network. We find that processed depth images help to bridge the gap 280

between simulation and the real world. Unlike the simulations, the generated actions 281

are applied at the same frequency before reaching the waypoint to prevent the quadrotor 282

from stopping after each action which causes a lot of noise due to pitch movements. 283

Additionally, the quadrotor can track the trajectory faster and smoother. Furthermore, the 284

applied action is calculated as the mean of the recent two actions generated, which prevents 285
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the robot from applying oscillating actions which might cause a failure due to noise. The 286

oscillating consecutive actions are especially expected in narrow passages where the drone 287

successively observes the obstacles on the right and left and so decides to switch direction. 288

The real-time experiments are conducted in two different scenarios, as shown in Figure 289

7. For the first scenario, a moderate-level experimental setup is designed by grouping 290

obstacles into two groups having wider free space and making the obstacles larger and 291

hence easier to observe. The second scenario is denser and more complex, using eight 292

obstacles distributed around the global trajectory. The obstacles are created with cardboard 293

boxes grouped in various configurations. Additionally, a wall-like structure is created using 294

banners on the right side of the flight route.2 295

SCDP and DDP methods are executed five times each in both moderate and difficult- 296

level scenarios. Table 3 presents the comparison of two methods in both scenarios. Similar 297

to the simulations, the drone successfully navigates through obstacles, with the narrowest 298

passage being approximately three times the drone’s size. SCDP method succeeds in 299

all trials in the moderate scenario while one collision is observed with DDP. Similarly, 300

SCDP outperforms in the difficult scenario yet encounters one collision. Although the 301

DDP method also successfully avoids obstacles in most cases, the track cannot be finalized 302

successfully; instead, the drone exits the global trajectory, which shows our framework 303

handles the noisy and complicated inputs better by learning confident actions. 304

The trajectories obtained with each method and each scenario are visualized in Figure 305

8. Although it is practically more challenging to obtain the variety of obstacle configura- 306

tions in real experiments than in simulation, the difficult scenario is observed to contain 307

significant challenges to benchmark algorithms considering how various of the resulting 308

five trajectories are. In contrast, in the moderate scenario, all trajectories follow a simi- 309

lar pattern. Together with the challenge of higher maneuverability, the difficult scenario 310

also introduces more diversity in depth observations. Similar to simulation results, the 311

trajectories obtained by SCDP are smoother than the baseline method. 312

5. Conclusion 313

In this work, an end-to-end planner is trained with DRL for safe navigation in clut- 314

tered obstacle environments. The end-to-end planning algorithm is trained and tested in 315

comprehensive simulations developed in Webots. While the training of the policy network 316

is handled without dynamics and control to save time, it is successfully sim-to-real trans- 317

ferred for physical evaluations. Moreover, safety boundaries for training are introduced, 318

which successfully prevents the quadrotor from being in hazardous situations. The method 319

is also deployed in real-world indoor environments successfully. The end-to-end planner 320

outperforms a baseline implementation based on the artificial potential field method, which 321

has a lower success rate, especially in cluttered obstacle settings. This shows that SCDP 322

has learned to make better long-term decisions. The real-world experiments demonstrate 323

that the proposed UAV planner trained solely with simulation can directly work in a real 324

environment. 325

2 The video can be found: https://youtu.be/HPXXc_R3re8

Table 3. Comparison of the SCDP and DDP in real-time experiments. The moderate and difficult-level
scenarios are evaluated five times for both methods.

Moderate scenario Difficult scenario

SCDP
success rate 100% 80%

collision rate 0% 20%
distance (meters) 8 7.4

DDP
success rate 80% 0%

collision rate 20% 20%
distance (meters) 7.7 7.1

https://youtu.be/HPXXc_R3re8
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(a) Real-time evaluation track with moderate-
level obstacle configuration.

(b) Visualization of the moderate-level obstacle
configuration and a sample trajectory in RVIZ.

(c) Real-time evaluation track with difficult-level
obstacle configuration.

(d) Visualization of the difficult-level obstacle con-
figuration and a sample trajectory in RVIZ.

Figure 7. Moderate and difficult-level real-time experimental setups.

(a) SCDP in the moderate scenario. (b) DDP in the moderate scenario.

(c) SCDP in the difficult scenario. (d) DDP in the difficult scenario.
Figure 8. Trajectories acquired by five runs in the moderate and difficult scenario by SCDP and DDP
methods.

There are also certain limitations of the proposed method to be addressed in future 326

work. First, although the proposed planning method does not require the computation of a 327

map, the neural network-based method still requires significant computational resources 328
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in training and also in deployment. Currently, the inference time of the used network is 329

not suitable for real-time robot control. If the algorithm can run continuously in real-time, 330

there is a possibility to provide lower-level control commands, instead of waypoints, to 331

the UAV, which can improve the tracking performance of the robot. Second, due to the 332

black box characteristics of neural networks, the planner cannot be theoretically analyzed 333

similarly to conventional planning methods such as its completeness. 334
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Abbreviations 351

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript: 352

353

DRL Deep reinforcement learning
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
PPO Proximal policy optimization
FOV Field of view
PID Proportional-integral-derivative
MDP Markov decision process
SITL Software-in-the-loop
ROS Robot operating system
SCDP Safe continuous depth planner
CDP Continuous depth planner
DDP Discrete depth planner
APF Artificial potential field

354

Appendix A 355

Appendix A.1 356

The following variables are used in this manuscript: 357

358

Table A1. Common variables in the manuscript.

t discrete timestep
st state at timestep t
at action at timestep t
rt reward at timestep t

Idepth Matrix representing the depth image
L Length of the global trajectory
U Uniform distribution
N Normal distribution

https://github.com/open-airlab/safe-continuous-depth-planning.git
https://github.com/open-airlab/safe-continuous-depth-planning.git
https://github.com/open-airlab/safe-continuous-depth-planning.git
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